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DAV CENTENARY PUBLIC SCHOOL, PASCHIM ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI 

HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK CLASS X (SESSION 2023-24) 

 

 

Holiday season is the perfect time to relax, rejunevate and reflect on the blessings in 

our lives, besides enhancing our skills. DAV Centenary Public School is continuously 

striving to facilitate lively learning  and holistic development of its students. In the 

pursuit of the same, we have developed interesting and enriching learning for 

students. 

Here are few suggestions for the students: 

➢ Spend quality time with family. Strengthen the bond with them. 

➢ Help your mother in household chores. 

➢ Play outdoor and indoor games.  

➢ Stay fit, eat healthy and consume refreshing drinks to keep yourself hydrated. 

➢ Watch news channels, sports channels and other useful 

channels/programmes. Watch English programmes. 

➢ Read interesting books. Two amazing book links are shared for the students as 

under: 

o The Diary of a young girl by Anne Frank 

o Wings of Fire by APJ Abdul Kalam 

(PDFs will be shared by Class Teacher in class groups) 

 

➢ Complete your Holidays Homework as per the given instructions well in time. 
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➢ Trans-disciplinary research based project work has been given in Class X based 

on themes mentioned below. This project work will be assessed and students 

will be given due credit for the same in Internal Assessment. 

 

➢ Holidays Homework must be done on A4 size sheets (as per the colour 

scheme given below).  

 

English – WHITE 

Hindi – LIGHT BLUE 

Sanskrit – ORANGE 

Mathematics – YELLOW 

Science – GREEN 

Social Science – PINK 

Moral Education - ORANGE 

 

THEME FOR HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK 
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❖ Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam, which translates to "One Earth, One Family, One Future," is the 

theme of INDIA'S G20 PRESIDENCY. It is inspired from the Maha Upanishad, an old 

Sanskrit scripture. The theme fundamentally highlights the importance of all life—human, 

animal, plant, and microorganism—as well as their interdependence on Earth and across the 

universe. The theme also exemplifies LiFE (Lifestyle for Environment), which highlights the 

importance of environmentally sustainable and responsible lifestyle choices, both at the 

individual and national level, in creating a cleaner, greener, and bluer future. 

 
 

 

 

The G20 Presidency also heralds for India the start of "Amritkaal," a 25-year period commencing 

from the 75th anniversary of its independence on August 15, 2022, leading up to the centenary 

of its independence. 

❖ SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS (SDGs), were adopted by the United Nations in 2015 as a 

universal call to action to end poverty, protect the planet, and ensure that by 2030 all people 

enjoy peace and prosperity. 
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SDG FOR CLASS X – CLIMATE ACTION 
❖ INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF MILLETS : Millets have been an integral part of our diet for centuries. In 

addition to a plethora of health benefits, millets are also good for the environment with low 

water & input requirement. With the aim to create awareness and increase production & 

consumption of millets, United Nations, at the behest of the Government of India, declared 2023 

the International Year Millets. 

 

 
 

ENGLISH 
Design a comic strip highlighting the contrast between the climate condition of Delhi and 
Andaman Nicobar islands. 

MATHEMATICS 

Read the article about India’s performance on Climate Action Frontfrom the 

following link. 

https://bit.ly/3B1MqEd 

Q1. What is CCPI? Explain it briefly. 

Q2. Make a table for all G-20 Countries about their Climate Action  

       Performance Index. Arrange Countries alphabetically.  

      (HINT: You can have this data in the following link.) 

https://bit.ly/3VIe7vy 

      Also, represent it using appropriate graph. 

https://bit.ly/3B1MqEd
https://bit.ly/3VIe7vy
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Q3. What is Carbon Foot print? How is it calculated? 

Q4. Following chart shows the pie-chart for USA. Find or make such chart for  

India and Turkey. 

 
https://bit.ly/3nCYgBK 

Q5. Following is the pictorial/graphical representation for the CO2 emission per  

capita. Translate this data numerically and interpret it. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greenhouse_gas_emissions 

NOTE:Each task is to be done on separate A4 size yellow coloured sheet. 
 

SCIENCE 
SDG - 13 :CLIMATE ACTION  AND EK BHARAT SHRESHTHA BHARAT PROGRAMME 
Climate change is a real and undeniable threat to our entire civilization. The effects are 
already visible and will be catastrophic unless we act now. Through education, innovation 
and adherence to our climate commitments, we can make the necessary changes to protect 

https://bit.ly/3nCYgBK
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greenhouse_gas_emissions
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the planet. These changes also provide huge opportunities to modernize our infrastructure 
which will create new jobs and promote greater prosperity across the globe. 

● To promote SDG-13 and EK BHARAT SHRESHTHA BHARAT PROGRAMME , Students 
of Class 10 are required to make a project report on the following guidelines- 

➢ Project:1  Make a project report on air quality of Lakshadweep and Delhi and do the 
comparison between both on the following points: 

• Cause of air pollution.  

• Impact of air pollution on health and environment 

• Policies and measures undertaken by government of Delhi and Lakshadweep to 
control pollution. 

➢ Project:2 Make a project report on solid waste management  and do the comparison 
between Lakshadweep and Delhi  on the following points: 

• Waste Management Systems of Delhi and Lakshadweep 

• Challenges of Waste Management. 

• Preventive measures taken by government for waste management. 

• Waste disposal techniques. 
 
General instructions: 

• Roll number 1 to 25 will do work on Project-1 and Roll number 26-50 will do work on 
project-2 

Make a project report on Green A-4 size sheet and support the project report with relevant 
pictures. 
 

SOCIALSCIENCE 

 

 

There is an “urgent need to raise awareness of the climate-resilient and nutritional benefits of millets 

and to advocate for diversified, balanced and healthy diets through the increased sustainable 

production and consumption of millets,” 

RESEARCH PROJECT:.                  
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 XA XB XC XD 

ROLL NO 1-10 

 

Choose variety of 

millet and to 

gather 

requirements 

   

 

 

 

ROLL NO. 11-20 Prepare the soil.     

ROLL NO.21-30 

 

Sowing of millet     

ROLL NO. 31-40 

 

Monitoring 

Watering -

requirement  

   

ROLL NO 40-50 

 

Fertilizing     

     

 Millets that can be grown. 

Table 1: Hindi names of a few dominant millets consumed in India 

Sorghum Jowar,  

Proso millet Chena 

Pearl millet Bajra 

Little millet Moraiyo/Sama 

Kodo millet Kodon 

Foxtail millet Kangni/Kakum 

Finger millet Ragi/Nachni 

Barnyard millet Samvat ke chawal 

Amaranth Rajgira/Ramdana 
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B.      .Ek Bharat shreshtha Bharat- Andaman and Nicobar Island 

Write an autobiography of Cellular Jail  in Andaman and Nicobar Island and War Memorial 

in Delhi. 

                                                                      Or 

Brochure - making: Blue sea, unspoiled beaches, exotic islands are some of the reasons that 

make Lakshadweep a popular tourist destination, off the Indian mainland.Explore the website 

and make a brochure aimed at tourists,traveling from India (different states),one who wants to 

explore the unexplored.    

NOTE:-  All the above work is to be done on PINK A4 Size sheets 

 

Hindi    

 

 
Sanskrit 
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
Design a presentation on the topic “Cybersecurity or Internet Security” using any productivity 
tool. 

          
         ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

Make a project of AI on any of the SDGs. Follow the steps given in the class. 
 
 

SEWA (Social Empowerement through Work Education & Action) 

HOMEWORK - Eco Brick Activity: 

TASK 1 - Be an Eco Warrior Prepare 1 Eco Brick  and submit to your class 

teacher. 

 

Procedure: 

Take a 1 litre empty plastic bottle of any beverage and fill it up to its 

maximum capacity with waste plastic wrappers during your summer break 

and 

Your brick is ready. 

For reference see the picture enclosed 

                                                        
 
 

TASK 2 – COMPLETE YOUR SEWA PROJECT FILE AS PER INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN 
BY CLASS TEACHER 
 


	NOTE:Each task is to be done on separate A4 size yellow coloured sheet.
	SDG - 13 :CLIMATE ACTION  and EK BHARAT SHRESHTHA BHARAT PROGRAMME
	• Waste disposal techniques.



